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Letter from secretary general 

Most esteemed participants, 

 

It it my utmost pleasure to welcome everbody to MUNAAKAL'23,the exact 

organization that will give you a hand for you to Witness The Quality. 

As it is known very well,MUNAAKAL is the legacy of contributive vision,diligent 

efforts,testing the limits and actualizing the quality.Under this phrase,as your 

secretary-general,I invite every atendee of ours to understand the nature of 

MUNs,develop yourselves in various fields,study in accordance with the goal of 

your committee,execute your task,socialize,meet new people,and lastly,enjoy our 

conference. 

Keeping my statements short,I thank to every each person who has positively affected 

to MUNAAKAL'23,the great legacy,without mattering how much they contribute 

or when they did. 

Hope to see everybody present and having a good process of 4 great days. 

With my regards, 

Eren EROĞULLARI 

Secretary-General of MUNAAKAL’23 
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Letter from deputy secretary general 

Most Distinguished Participants, 

It is my absolute honor and pleasure to be serving as the Deputy-Secretary-General of 

MUNAAKAL’23 and I welcome you all to our conference.  

One of our biggest goals is to provide an awesome experience to the Antalya MUN 

society by holding the conference in the best possible way and giving you the 

chance to Witness The Quality.  

As your Deputy-Secretary-General, I highly encourage each of you to read your 

committee’s study guide advertently, do extra research, and try to do your best. But 

at the same time do not forget to meet new people, socialize and enjoy the 

conference.  

In addition, I want to express my gratitude towards my most distinguished Secretary-

General Eren Eroğulları for giving me this marvelous chance to attend as a 

Deputy-Secretary-General of this conference and guiding me tirelessly on 

everything I need to know about the executive process. I would also like to thank 

my academic and organizational team for all of their efforts and every person who 

has contributed to the conference.  

If you have any questions regarding the conference or the committees please do not 

hesitate to contact us.  

Kindest Regards, 

Gülşah Dirlik 
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Letter from under secretary general 

Dear participants, 

 

It is an honour to welcome you all to (as far as I’m aware) the first MUN Ethics 

Panel committee in Turkey! For giving us this opportunity I want to sincerely 

thank our valued Secretary General Eren Eroğulları. It has not been an easy task 

coordinating what this committee would be, but altogether, I think we did a pretty 

fine job. 

 

Different to the usual general assembly committee, our Ethics Panel will not focus 

on economy, local benefits, or even international relations. We will discuss what is 

right, and what is wrong. Regardless of outside factors, our main tool will be the 

virtuous mind. Genetics and Bionics are both rather modern technologies, with 

their merits and potentials only now beginning to take shape. It is thus vital we 

think about whether or not all these possibilities should actually take place, and 

how much exactly is too much.  

 

I can confidently say that I am so very excited about what this committee will be. 

If I could I would have been a delegate here. It is truly the first of its kind that I 

know of and everyone involved should feel lucky to be part of it. 

 

Lastly, I have some thanks to make. Our hard-working secretary-general Eren 

Eroğulları, our lovely deputy secretary-general Gülşah Dirlik, our one and only 

Director General Mert Sürücü, and our experienced advisors Devrim Özen, Bora 

Bulan and Yağmur Tokoğlu. They are the best of the best so have no doubts 

regarding the quality of this conference. 

 

To conclude I want to thank my wonderful academic assistant and partner in life 

Yaren Yalçın. Her knowledge of Agenda A is vast and I am incredibly proud to 

share this commitment with her. You’ll see how good of a job she does. 

 

Anxiously awaiting to meet you all, Timur Sipahi, Under-Secretary-General of 

MUNAAKAL’23 UN-EP  
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Introduction 

What is the United Nations Ethics Panel? 

The UN Ethics Office promotes an ethical organizational culture based on the 

UN’s core values of integrity, professionalism and respect for diversity, and the 

values outlined in the Code of Ethics for UN Personnel which include 

independence, loyalty, impartiality, integrity, accountability and respect for human 

rights. We provide a secure confidential environment where staff can feel free to 

consult on ethical issues and seek protection against retaliation for reporting 

misconduct. 

 

The United Nations Ethics Panel also works as a counselling body for more than 

just the individual. Our committee, in particular, will discuss larger issues at hand 

to set certain guidelines and outlines, in order to light the way for national ethics 

councils to set regulations. In short, the Panel is an advisory body for international 

concern. 

History of the UNEP 

The Ethics Panel is relatively new, and was founded in 2006 to secure standards of 

integrity among staff in accordance with article 101 of the United Nations Charter. 

Pillars of Ethical Beliefs 

1. Humanism 

“Humanism is a philosophy informed by science, inspired by art, and motivated by 

compassion.” as defined by humanists. It aims to affirm the dignity of every human 

being and supports the maximization of individual liberty and opportunity together 

with social responsibility. Free of supernaturalism, humanism recognizes human 

beings as a part of nature and respects all views and beliefs, religious or not. 

Humanism thus derives the goals of life from human needs and interests and 

asserts that humanity must take responsibility for its own destiny. Humanism puts 

the human at the center of its philosophy, arguing that it is the only starting point 

for actual moral and philosophical inquiry. 
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2. Utilitarianism 

Utilitarianism is a theory of morality that advocates actions that foster happiness or 

pleasure and opposes actions that cause unhappiness or harm. When directed 

toward making social, economic, or political decisions, a utilitarian philosophy 

would aim for the betterment of society as a whole. 

3. Hedonism 

Hedonsim is the ethical theory that pleasure (in the sense of the satisfaction of 

desires) is the highest good and proper aim of human life. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AGENDA A: GENETICS 

Bioethics  

What is bioethics? 

The study of ethical, societal, and legal concerns that emerge in biomedicine and 

biomedical research is known as bioethics. 
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The Fundamental Principles of Ethics 

Beneficence, nonmaleficence, autonomy, and justice constitute the 4 principles of 

ethics.  

Beneficence 

The obligation to act in the patient's best interests is known as the principle of 

beneficence, which also supports a number of moral principles that protect and 

defend others' rights, work to prevent harm, end situations that will result in harm, 

assist those who are disabled, and rescue those who are in danger. It is important to 

emphasise that the terminology used here is one of the positive criteria rather than 

nonmaleficence. The guiding concept mandates not only the avoidance of damage 

but also the promotion of patients' well-being and benefits. 

Nonmaleficence 

The duty of a practitioner to treat people without harm is known as 

nonmaleficence. This straightforward premise underpins a number of moral 

precepts, including: don't kill, don't inflict pain or suffering, don't incapacitate, 

don't create offence, and don't rob others of the benefits of life. 

Autonomy 

All people have intrinsic and unconditional worth, so they should have the ability 

to make rational decisions and moral decisions, and each should be allowed to 

exercise their capacity for self-determination, according to Immanuel Kant (1724–

1804) and John Stuart Mill (1806–1873). This interpretation of Kant and Mill is 

accepted as an ethical principle. With the epigrammatic remark, "Every human 

being of mature years and sound mind has a right to decide what should be done 

with his own body," Justice Cardozo recognised this ethical concept in a court case 

in 1914. 
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Justice 

Usually, fairness is referred to as justice in the context of health care, or, as 

Aristotle once put it, "giving to each that which is his due." This entails an 

equitable distribution of commodities throughout society and necessitates an 

examination of the role that entitlement plays. The issue of distributive justice also 

appears to be impacted by the reality that some products and services are in low 

supply and cannot be distributed fairly without creating inequities. 

 

● To each person an equal share 

● To each person according to need 

● To each person according to effort 

● To each person according to contribution 

● To each person according to merit 

● To each person according to free-market exchanges 

 

Each concept is not mutually exclusive and is frequently applied in combination. It 

is simple to understand how difficult it is to choose, balance, and refine these 

principles in order to create a logical and practical method of allocating medical 

resources. 

 

 

Variants of Genetic Engineering 

 

Gene Therapy 

A method for repairing or stopping the growth of disease-causing genes is known 

as gene therapy. Researchers can employ a variety of techniques to fix defective 

genes, but the most popular method is to replace a nonfunctional gene with a 

healthy gene by inserting the healthy gene into an unspecified region of the 

genome. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has not yet authorised the 

marketing of any human gene therapy products. 
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Gene enhancement 

Transferring genetic material with the goal of changing non-pathological human 

features is referred to as genetic enhancement. The phrase is frequently used to 

indicate initiatives to improve someone's health by maximising their traits or 

capacities. potentially by enhancing a person's performance from average to high 

levels. When improvement is the aim, the gene may support the function of natural 

genes or it may be replaced with genes that have been created to generate the 

improvement. The process used is comparable to treatment. 

Somatic and Germline 

The above-discussed gene therapy and enhancement techniques can be somatic or 

germline in nature. Somatic and germline are terms for bodily and reproductive 

cells, respectively. Somatic cell alterations are personal to the individual, whereas 

germline cell modifications are transmitted down to the next generations. The most 

controversial type of genetic intervention is, unsurprisingly, germline genetic 

enhancement. 

 

 

 

Cloning 

The process of developing a new multicellular creature that is genetically similar to 

another is known as organism cloning. This type of cloning essentially functions as 

an asexual technique of reproduction, in which fertilisation or inter-gamete 

interaction is not necessary. Dolly, the first adult animal to be successfully cloned 

was a sheep. Due to worries that people could contract lethal new diseases from 

genetically modified pigs used for human organ transplants, the scientists that 

created Dolly will cease their research. 

Genetical Alteration of Humans 

 

GENETIC EDITING AND ENGINEERING 
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Researchers now have the chance to change human physiology at the most basic 

level thanks to the discovery of life's blueprint and the successful decoding and 

reading of it. Genetic engineering, or manipulating this genetic code, might enable 

researchers to create humans with stronger muscles, tougher bones, and better 

intellect. Theoretically, it might also give rise to people with webbed hands and 

feet, wings, or even gills. This would theoretically result in "an even larger range 

of breeds of humans than there is of dogs, 

 

The second significant breakthrough is related to the potent new gene-editing tool 

CRISPR. Although the practice of gene editing is not new, CRISPR gives 

researchers a technique that is considerably quicker, less expensive, and more 

precise. George Church, a geneticist at Harvard Medical School, claims that it is 

"approximately 1,000 times cheaper [than current procedures]." The situation 

could change. Because CRISPR targets and splices out specific sections of each 

cell's DNA and replaces them with new genetic code, it is significantly more 

effective and precise than prior gene-editing techniques. 

 

Not just cancer, but also Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, and other 

disorders, might benefit from novel therapies or possibly cures thanks to CRISPR. 

Making genetic modifications at the embryonic stage, often known as "germline 

editing," is an even more exciting potential. The reasoning behind this is 

straightforward: if you change the gene lines in an embryo's first eight or sixteen 

cells—for example, by removing the Tay-Sachs disease gene—that alteration will 

manifest itself in every one of the person's billions of cells, not to mention the cells 

of their offspring. CRISPR has the potential to help prevent a variety of diseases in 

individuals before they are born when used in conjunction with researchers' 

improving understanding of the genetic connections between various diseases. 

1. Stronger, Smarter, Better 

With genetic engineering, the sky's the limit. 

Athletes with the speed of a horse, the reflexes of a cat, the strength of a bear and 

the durability of an elephant, scientists with enhanced motivation, intelligence, 

memory and creativity, artists with perfect hand-mind coordination, detectives with 
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the nose of a dog, eyes of a cat and many more possibilities. 

With people becoming smarter, these possibilities add more to themselves.  

2. Designer Babies 

A designer baby is a baby whose genetic material has been chosen or changed, 

typically to exclude a specific gene or to eliminate genes linked to illness. In this 

technique, a variety of human embryos are analysed to find the genes linked to 

certain conditions and traits, and then embryos are chosen that have the desired 

genetic makeup. Other possible ways to change a child's genetic makeup include 

directly altering the genome before birth, a procedure that is not common and is 

only known to have happened once as of 2019 with the Chinese twins Lulu and 

Nana, whose modification as embryos attracted harsh criticism. 

 

 

 

The good  

1. Elimination of Diseases  

The durability of the human race might be significantly increased by genetic 

engineering, which would help prevent diseases like cancer, Alzheimer's, 

disabilities, down syndrome, mental illnesses like schizophrenia, sociopathy, and 

many other disadvantages and tragedies. This implies healthier and safer lives and 

an end to the misery caused by our fragile nature.  

 

2. Better opportunities 

The goal, according to supporters of human enhancement, is not to develop a race 

of superhumans but rather to use technology to advance mankind and the human 

condition. In fact, they claim, it is a continuation of what people have been doing 

for centuries—using technology to improve life. For some, improvement is a really 
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practical approach to provide us with more possibilities to 

improve our lives. Some say I don't believe in utopias and I don't believe in 

perfection. It's that easy. 

 

An effective illustration of the potential benefits of cognitive improvement is the 

possibility that Cognitive enhancement could help us be more creative by enabling 

us to put more things together in novel ways, and it might make us better problem 

solvers by improving people's memory and problem-solving abilities. 

3. You are still human 

Supporters of genetic engineering assert that even in a society where enhancement 

is common, life will still be meaningful and difficult. "As long as we are still 

human, these things will be significant." "The things that have to do with human 

character and virtue and those things that make life worthwhile will not change as 

a result of human augmentation, just like they haven't changed as our society has 

evolved." 

 

4. More equality? 

History demonstrates that when individuals have more control over their life, they 

grow more sympathetic, not less, according to transhumanists and other proponents 

of genetic engineering. We're healthier, smarter, and live longer now than we were 

100 years ago, and we're more sympathetic and empathic now than we were then,  

Why Violence Has Decreased: This argues that as human civilization has become 

more affluent and advanced, it has also been less violent. The more our own talent, 

the better we become,  

Those who want human enhancement also reject the idea that such advancements 

will significantly worsen social inequalities. They claim that certain vulnerable 

communities may be negatively impacted by new technologies, which are 

frequently socially disruptive. However, the fundamental nature of the inequality 

issue is and will continue to be political. 
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5. Diversity and acceptance 

The idea that there would be a different race of enhanced people who will strive to 

enslave their unenhanced brothers and sisters might make for fine science fiction, 

but it is not likely to happen, according to proponents of augmentation. Instead, 

they argue, there will be a wide variety of people with various upgrades. Today 

there are many very different types of people (very tall to very short, very 

intelligent to intellectually disabled, etc.) who manage to live side by side as moral 

and legal equals. "It seems much more likely that there would be a continuum of 

differently modified or enhanced individuals, which would overlap with the 

continuum of as-yet-unenhanced humans," 

 

Supporters say that Human improvement is just as likely, if not more so, to lessen 

societal injustices as to make them worse. The upgrade project could make it 

possible to level the playing field for those with inherent inequities, 

 

The Bad  

1. Division of society 

Genetic alterations pose the same social class divide as already accessible cosmetic 

ones, between the "haves" and "have-nots." Even today, people who can afford 

cosmetic surgery get some real economic and social rewards. for example, parents 

who decide they want their child to be an NBA player and choose traits conferring 

height, stamina, and intense athleticism. While a genetic underclass of slaves may 

seem far-fetched, take into consideration parents who decide they want their child 

to be a player. Such a genetically enhanced person will gain advantages that even 

the most motivated, unenhanced person could not achieve through training. In this 

case, a person whose parents cannot afford such opportunities will have significant 

disadvantages in almost every aspect of life. 

 

2. Subhumans and Eugenics 

Some intellectuals are considerably more concerned about inequality than just 

growing the gap between the affluent and the poor. They contend that dramatic 
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improvement poses a challenge to the social contract that 

supports liberal democracies worldwide. The Declaration of Independence's 

commitment to political equality is based on the scientific reality of natural human 

equality.  

 

Although we differ considerably from one another personally and culturally, we all 

have a common humanity. 

 

in the eyes of many philosophers, theologians, and others, the concept of "designer 

babies" is too similar to eugenics, the intellectual movement that sought to breed 

superior individuals in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. After influencing 

legislation requiring forced sterilisation in a number of nations, eugenics most 

infamously contributed to the conceptual underpinnings of Nazi Germany's mass 

murder of millions of people in the name of maintaining racial purity. 

Some believe that at some point, it will be unavoidable for enhanced individuals to 

view the unenhanced as less than human.  

3. Elimination of Diversity by Germline Genetic Engineering 

Germline GE's modifications are both irreversible and permanent. Because of this, 

we are forced to make a choice that will favour one gene over another. This 

process of selection and rejection is challenging since there is no absolute 

definition of good. 

 

The fact that Germline GE eliminates the diversity on Earth is a serious objection 

against it. Humans have a tendency to make choices based on the most recent 

fashion or trend as soon as any precise option is attainable. 

This will result in some characteristics, like black skin tone, being permanently 

eradicated from the human population. It may turn out that people are more like a 

batch of automobiles created in a factory than anything else. It destroys the much-

praised human spirit. 

4. Request to fulfillment 

Some people believe that the desire to be stronger and smarter will quickly give 

way to a quest for a new kind of happiness and fulfillment. Becoming a super-
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Einstein isn’t going to make us happier and ultimately we’ll 

use enhancement to fulfill our wants and desires rather than just make ourselves 

more powerful.” 

We'll probably begin by simulating nirvana in some form of virtual reality, and 

then move on to realms of ecstasy that we are unable to conceive at this moment 

since they are beyond our capacity to conceive. Making ourselves more capable 

will become the goal of brain enhancement. 

 

5. A cost to self? 

If upgrade initiatives are permitted to go, some doubt if people will actually be 

happy. These critics argue that philosophy has always believed that virtue and 

righteous living, rather than improved physical prowess or noticeably longer lives, 

are the actual sources of happiness. None of these things are guaranteed by 

enhancement. Happiness is found through relationships, families, neighbourhoods, 

and individuals who are prepared to suffer and give up for others. 

6. The forbidden fruit of knowledge 

Some believe that improving human nature is the same as disregarding God's 

creation, as Adam and Eve did. They argue that making people smarter might pave 

the way for the development of human war machines, mad scientists, and a variety 

of other unpleasant scenarios. 

Theological Perspective 

All three Abrahamic religions—Judaism, Christianity, and Islam—assume that 

males and females were partially made in God's image. Numerous theologians 

assert that certain, religious groups within this vast network of interconnected 

traditions are against employing new technology to improve or transform people 

rather than to cure or restore them. This is because they believe that humans reflect 

God in some ways. 

 

When we aspire to be something more than human, are we running the risk of 

wanting to become, in some respects, like God, as did Adam and Eve? This 

question is at the heart of evangelicals' resistance to augmentation, which is 

founded in part on the idea that man should not "play God." 
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1. Islam 

In Islam, certain academics and leaders would be wary about human augmentation 

while others would welcome it. New improvements may be seen favourably by 

supporters as a means of assisting the Muslim world in catching up with the West 

or "at least not getting left farther behind," Some people would be against 

improvements because they wouldn’t want to "change what God has made." 

2. Buddhism  

While some Buddhists might see human enhancement as a threat to cleansing bad 

karma, It is predicted that because it may help them become better Buddhists, most 

Buddhists will tolerate and even support human enhancement. A life-extension and 

intelligence-boosting enhancement "would be considered beneficial because you'd 

have more time to work on enlightenment and... you might be more successful in 

helping others, 

3. Christianity  

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, which holds the body in high 

regard and forbids any form of alteration, is another potential opponent. While 

minor alterations that do not significantly alter the body could be approved by 

Mormon officials, more extensive alterations would likely be "considered as an 

issue” by the church, 

4. Judaism 

Some of the main Jewish groups' thinkers and leaders are likely to be in favour of 

advancements that increase physical or mental capability. Most Jewish bioethicists 

have no concerns about enhancement and consider it as a continuation of the 

Jewish law requirement to "better the world." As long as the improvement lessens 

or eliminates suffering, it is intrinsically good and they prefer to support it. 

 

Keep in mind that regardless of the name, it is highly probable that the majority of 

religious groups will tend to reject human enhancement. Nearly all religions hold 

that since God created humanity in its entirety, there should be no alterations. 
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Human enhancement in popular culture 

 

● Daedalus 

In the Greek myth, Daedalus fashioned wax and feather wings so that he and his 

son Icarus could fly. But Icarus fell to his death because he flew too close to the 

sun, melting the wax. 

 

● Frankenstein 

In Mary Shelley’s “Frankenstein” a scientist creates a new man only to ultimately 

die while trying to destroy his creation. 

 

● Gattaca 

The film Gattaca takes place in a future where non-genetically enhanced humans 

are considered “invalid.” 

● Captain America 

In the movies and comics, Captain America is a genetically-enhanced superhuman 

created to fight in America’s wars. 

Dystopian possibilities 

1. Gattaca 

People in Gattaca are split into two groups: valids and invalids. Because of their 

natural, unaltered birth, invalids are often referred to as god-children, faith births, 

and degenerates. Because of their increased susceptibility to illness and sickness, 

the invalids are said to be genetically inferior to the valids (i.e., they have lower 

health, weaker vision, and less strength). Valids, on the other hand, are genetically 

enhanced children created in a laboratory to be the finest possible versions of 

themselves. Valids are positioned above invalids in this hierarchical society and 

are viewed as having greater importance. 

 

As an example, Gattaca itself only employs those who are qualified to serve as 

engineers and travel to space. Invalids are portrayed as being less strong and 

important to society than valids. Valids and invalids have distinct options open to 

them because of their differing ranks. For instance, invalids are not free to select 
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the vocation of their choice. Because of their genome 

sequence, they are not allowed into a civilization. The movie so paints a picture of 

a society in the future that is based on genetic engineering and that creates a class 

gap between those who are genetically altered and those who were created 

organically. 

 

I strongly advise you to watch the movie since it will give you a good insight into 

one of the worst possible scenarios. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Genetic Alteration of Animals 

The current context of genetically modified animals  

There are several uses for genetic engineering technologies in companion, 

agricultural, wild, and scientific research animal models.  Instead of being used for 

their intended purposes or being offered for sale, the majority of genetically 

modified animals are still in the research stage. 

1. Farm Animals 

The productivity of farm animal species can be boosted through genetic 

engineering. There are a variety of agricultural livestock applications for genetic 

engineering targeted at improving food quality, disease resistance, and 

environmental sustainability. Transgenic lambs and pigs that have undergone 

genetic modification to express increased quantities of growth hormone are two 

examples. 

It is possible to create genetically modified farm animals to improve the nutritional 

value of animal-based products. For instance, pigs have been genetically modified 

to express the fatty acid desaturase gene for higher levels of omega-3, and goats 

have been genetically modified to express human lysozyme in their milk. 
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Farm species may be genetically modified to produce 

disease-resistant animals. Specific examples include mastitis resistance, disruption 

of the virus entry mechanism (which is applicable to diseases like pseudorabies), 

parasite control (especially in sheep), and antibody expression in milk (particularly 

in cattle). 

Additionally, efforts have been attempted to create farm animals that are 

genetically modified to express therapeutically significant proteins in their milk, 

including cows, goats, and sheep. A potent approach for addressing the rising need 

for therapeutic recombinant proteins is transgenic animal bioreactors. 

 

2. Research Animals 

There are many biomedical uses for genetically modified animals, such as 

researching gene function, simulating human disease to help with medication 

development or to better understand disease causes, and xenotransplantation. 

Scientists can determine what a gene accomplishes by examining the impacted 

biological systems when genes are added, deleted, or altered. While some genetic 

changes have no evident consequences, others may cause various phenotypes that 

can be exploited by scientists to better understand how the affected genes work. 

The development of previously unobtainable human illness models has been made 

possible by genetic engineering. Animal models of human disease are important 

tools for figuring out how, why, and how to stop or reverse the progression of a 

particular disease. 

In the pharmaceutical sector, the use of genetically modified animals for drug 

discovery, drug development, and risk evaluation has also become commonplace. 

To screen for drug-induced immunotoxicity, genotoxicity, and carcinogenicity, as 

well as to understand toxicity-related drug-metabolizing enzyme systems, 

[genetically engineered animal models] may be useful. Transgenic and knock-out 

mouse models are extremely useful in drug discovery, especially when defining 

potential therapeutic targets for modifying immune and inflammatory responses. 
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The basic study of xenotransplantation, or the transplantation 

of cells, tissues, or entire organs from animal donors into human recipients, is 

perhaps the most controversial usage of genetically modified animals in science. 

To decrease the rejection of pig organs by human recipients during organ 

transplants, scientists have created a genetically modified pig. This particular use 

of genetic engineering is still in the early stages of study, but it has a lot of 

potential to shorten the lengthy waiting lists for organ transplants because the 

number of individuals in need of transplants currently outweighs the supply of 

donated organs. 

 

Animal Cloning 

1. Benefits of Animal Cloning 

 

● We could balance environmental ecosystems by cloning animals. 

Our world is adaptable in its capacity to support life, but we are seeing that the 

elasticity of our ecosystems is decreasing. The effects on the immediate area can 

be very profound if an animal goes extinct or disappears because its habitat cannot 

sustain life in necessary ways. One of many examples is how the decline in wolf 

populations caused the riverbeds in Yellowstone National Park to erode more 

noticeably. By substituting or even reintroducing cloned versions of extinct or 

threatened species, cloning could help us achieve this balance. 

 

● Animal cloning would increase the safety of the world's food supply. 

If current population trends continue, there will be between 9 and 10 billion people 

on our globe by the year 2050. The following century may see a doubling of that 

amount. It is our responsibility to find a solution to the world's hunger problem 

right now so that future generations can prosper. Animal cloning is a reasonable 

strategy that might aid in stabilizing our protein supply. 

 

Although this benefit won't end hunger on its own, a better level of food 

availability will lessen conflicts, promote creativity, and motivate scientists to 

produce new findings that will probably be required in the future. 
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● Cloning animals could advance research in other scientific fields. 

The duplication of particular cells present throughout the body might be possible 

using the scientific procedures that enable us to clone animals. We might use the 

methods developed in this area to create new tissues or organs as needed. It 

wouldn't endanger the animal's life, and the knowledge gathered from these 

procedures might lead to fresh discoveries in the field of human medical science. 

We might assess the cloned cells to gauge each method's worth and the potential 

for advancement in these fields. 

 

 

 

● We can breed the most desirable features from animals by cloning them. 

When scientists work on animal cloning, they are continuing a more than 1,000-

year-old practice of predecessors who used selective breeding. The results are 

comparable to those we can obtain through human involvement in natural 

reproductive processes. This activity offers the opportunity to breed animals with 

specific, desired qualities. 

 

Animal cloning could be used to create dairy cows that generate more milk. To 

increase commercial egg output, researchers may consider cloning particular 

chickens. Through this approach, livestock animals could be bred to provide more 

meat per carcass or provide greater nutritional value in general. When we consider 

the whole potential of this technology, the possibilities are virtually endless. 

 

● Cloning animals might aid in the eradication of human sickness. 

Each season, influenza is one of the most difficult illnesses that people have to deal 

with. Millions of people have perished from flu epidemics in the past, particularly 

when a new strain of the virus spreads across the populace. Even though there are 

annual immunizations available to prevent it, almost 1 in 5 people will contract it 

each year. 

 

The influenza virus first appears in pigs, birds, and other animals. By making 

animals more resilient to its activity when it forms, our animal cloning techniques 
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might be able to prevent its formation. It's a chance to halt 

the disease's negative effects before they have a chance to manifest. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. The Ethical Issues of Animal Cloning 

 

Given the diverse motivations and types of animal cloning, the ethical terrain is 

complex. In summary, animal cloning raises two types of moral problems: it may 

have negative consequences for animals, human beings, or the environment; and 

they may violate important moral prohibitions or principles. 

 

3. Arguments Against Animal Cloning Based on Consequences 

 

The very real misery faced by animals involved in this science is perhaps the 

strongest argument against animal cloning. Concerns about the pain and suffering 

that animals go through as a result of animal cloning fall into four categories: the 

suffering that animals go through during the cloning procedures; the obstetrical 

complications that affect the surrogate animal; the health of the cloned animals; 

and the suffering that animals will have to go through if they are cloned for 

exhibition, for research, or for specific diseases and pathologies. A rather bleak 

picture is painted by recent data on the success rates of cloning operations and the 

health and survival rates of animal clones. 

 

Numerous academic studies have shown that cloned animals had significant rates 

of miscarriage, stillbirth, early mortality, genetic abnormalities, and chronic 

diseases. The term "efficiency" in cloning science, which is used to describe the 
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proportion of live children from the number of transferred 

embryos, is the context for these issues. 

4. Arguments Against Animal Cloning Based on Principle 

 

There are substantial ethical concerns regarding cloning that are based on 

philosophical considerations, in addition to the ethical questions that arise because 

of the possible outcomes of animal cloning. This method of animal cloning is 

opposed on the grounds that it violates a significant moral obligation or ban. This 

is what some people refer to as an "intrinsic" objection, where the behavior is 

wrong in and of itself, regardless of the results. 

The "playing God" problem—should we be creating life in this matter?—is the 

most well-known of these philosophical objections and quite possibly the main 

cause of the general public's disapproval. Should we carry this action out? 

According to this perspective, cloning is an arrogant human desire to reach 

divinity. Cloning and numerous forms of genetic engineering blur the distinction 

between engineering life and facilitating its creation (as in assisted reproduction). 

 

Humans are both the architects and the builders in the first scenario, following a 

God-given blueprint. Many people who make this kind of argument come from a 

religious background, which gives their arguments a theological foundation, but 

not all of them do. A secular interpretation of this moral concern contends that by 

partaking in such behavior, we degrade ourselves and devalue the natural world. 

 

According to a second deontological argument, Cloning undermines the inherent 

value of animals through objectification and commercialization. According to this 

perspective, animal cloning treats them like objects rather than conscious, living 

beings. Opponents of cloning acknowledge the objectification of animals as 

products and property, but they contend that cloning intensifies this objectification. 

It is said that life for animals used in research, agriculture, and the pharmaceutical 

business is already miserable; cloning will further deprive us of our capacity to feel 

compassion for their suffering and further relegate them to the category of 

"things." 
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How different are animals from throwaway goods like cars or 

phones if they are merely items that humans may create? The creatures were given 

names to emphasize their subjecthood and individuality when they were initially 

cloned in the middle to late 1990s. Cloned animals are increasingly referred to by 

impersonal numbers and letters instead of names. It is predicted that genetic and 

cloning combinations in biotechnology will become commonplace by Andrea 

Bonnicksen that "Polly, Morag, Megan, and other creatures with personal monikers 

are fading in the wake of the impersonally named [animals]." Does it lead us into 

believing that animals are no different from machines? 

 

Specific kinds of animal cloning are attacked on the basis of fraud or false 

promises, which is a completely different deontological argument. This kind of 

objection is particularly relevant to pet cloning. Opponents contend that grieving 

pet owners are tricked into thinking that cloning is a method of resurrecting a 

cherished pet after it has passed away. Since there are several environmental 

influences that affect personality and even appearance (CC, the cloned calico cat, 

does not resemble the mother, for example), cloning an animal would never be able 

to recreate a pet exactly. As a result, there is a huge risk of making false promises. 
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AGENDA B: Bionic Alteration 

Bionics 

What is Bionic Enhancement? 

Essentially, bionic enhancement is any and all usage of bioelectronics and the 

replacement of any body part with artificial and/or electronic materials. 

 

Bionic engineering is modernly used almost exclusively in the medical sector. 

Cochlear implants, a neuro-connected robotic arm and even pacemakers are 

examples of bionics.  

Types of Bionics 

1. Visual Bionics 

People who are partially or entirely blind can regain functional vision with the help 

of a bioelectronic implant known as a bionic eye, also known as a visual neural 

prosthesis. Researchers and device manufacturers working on bionic eyes face two 

significant obstacles: difficulty simulating retinal function and market preference 

(and constraint) for small, in-eye implants. Despite these obstacles, there are 

several device prototypes and some commercially available solutions in the vision 

bionics market category. 

 

The Argus II prosthesis from Second Sight is among the most prominent products 

in this area. It consists of a wearable camera, an image processing unit, and an 

implanted microelectronic array in the retina. A camera included within the glasses 

takes pictures and sends them to a portable processing device, which wirelessly 

communicates the images to the implanted array. These signals are then 

transformed into electrical impulses by the array, which then stimulates the retinal 
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cells that are connected to the optic nerve. Bypassing the 

injured photoreceptors, Argus II serves as the vital connection between the object 

and the optic nerve. 

 

2. Auditory Bionics 

The three primary categories of neuroprosthetic devices for individuals with 

substantial hearing loss are cochlear implants, auditory brainstem implants, and 

auditory midbrain implants. With a microelectronic array implanted either in the 

cochlea or the brain stem, auditory bionics build an artificial connection between 

the source of sound and the brain. 

 

The field of auditory bionics is more evolved than that of visual bionics. There is a 

grander ecosystem of innovation and more widespread market availability. 

 

3. Orthopedic Bionics 

Around 190 million adults have a major functional challenge, and more than 1 

billion people worldwide live with some kind of physical handicap, according to 

the World Health Organization. Orthopedic bionics are meant to help physically 

disabled people regain their motor (not necessarily sensory) capabilities. Prosthetic 

limbs, which were commonplace for more than 100 years, are being replaced with 

bionic limbs. Prosthetic limbs did not offer the required functional restoration that 

bionic devices currently do, despite noteworthy improvements that led to lighter 

devices and superior designs. 

 

For limb control –flexing, bending and grasping– a bionic limb is connected to a 

patient's neuromuscular system and wired to the brain. Here, too, a comparable 

functional pathway exists: the mechatronic limb is connected to the brain via a new 

electronic conduit that bypasses the injured peripheral nerves. 

4. Exoskeletons 

Exoskeletons are a fairly novel area of bionics. The concept having been 

popularized by science-fiction (such as iron man, edge of tomorrow, or alien) are 
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electromechanical structures/suits for the wearer to benefit 

from the motorized limbs and additional accessories. 

Exoskeletons are promising new technologies that are anticipated to have a 

significant impact on the recovery of stroke, spinal injury, and degenerative 

neuromuscular disease patients. 

What advanced bionic systems could there be in the future? 

1. Stem Cell Augmentation 

Stem cell work is a deep and complicated matter. We aren’t scientists so do not 

concern yourself with this too much. Know that enhanced bionic stem cell 

technology will lead to incredible medical achievement including the fight against 

genetic and neurological diseases among others and cancer. 

 

2. Exoskeletons 

Exoskeletons nowadays are already in use, especially in working sectors that often 

require heavy lifting. These exoskeletons are but slight aids to ease the burden, but 

they may well come to the point of, for example, mechs or even suits as you might 

know from Iron Man. These technologies are worn, or attached to the body, so 

they do not require you to have a missing limb or give up one, and can simply be 

used by anyone as long as the size is right. Though these would have grand 

benefits for construction and carrying, we must not forget how these kinds of 

strength-enhancing technologies might be used for military purposes. 

3. Advanced Limbs 

Similar to exoskeletons, the bionic arm of the future may grant you much greater 

strength, but also better reflexes, more durability and consequently even less 

exhaustion, and minimal bodily energy usage. The main difference between these 

is that bionic limbs are permanent and direct replacements for our natural limbs. 

This means you might have to give up your normal arm to have an advanced one. 
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4. Enhanced Sensory Organs 

Much similar to advanced limbs as the name suggests, enhanced sensory organs 

grant you enhanced senses. I.e better hearing, sight, smell, taste etc. These will 

mostly be internal augmentations and not as visible as limbs, although you might 

give up your eyes for robotic ones. These augmentations are very invasive and will 

almost certainly involve a neurological connection of the brain. 

Ethics of bionics and questions raised 

1. Who decides, and why? 

The concept of bionics is not one that is universally agreed upon. Artificial body 

parts clash with many groups’ definitions of humanity, as the two terms are 

undoubtedly closely tied together. Some societies and religious groups, or certain 

ideologies and belief systems perceive bionic as unclean, sinful, or inhumane. 

These beliefs of course range widely, from ambiguous views on the matter, to 

completely rejecting and denouncing the technology and the concept as a whole. 

 

These views however can be reflected in the treatment of certain individuals. 

Several bionic implants (such as cochlear implants) are far more effective when 

implanted in infants and young children, rather than adults. This subsequently 

raises the question of whether or not such important and mostly irreversible 

decisions as bionic implants can be made by another person. 

 

Society also has mixed expectations regarding bionic technology. Fact is, our 

currently commercially available (meaning non-experimentive technologies) 

bionics, do not come close to natural limbs and senses. Individuals with bionics 

will mostly operate at a lower efficiency level than others. Some perceptions, 

however (mostly elevated by science-fiction and futurism) believe that hearing aids 

and visual implants restore senses completely, and many think that living with 

prosthetic or bionic limbs “can’t be that difficult”.  

 

These unrealistic and uninformed views on bionics impact decisions that for 

example parents would take for their infant or child, or the ideological views of a 
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certain religious group as some might think improving 

human nature would be “the devil’s work” or “inhumane and unnatural”. 

2. Who can, and more importantly, who should? 

As of now, cochlear implants, visual implants, and bionic limbs are only available 

and usable to those that actually need them. Sure if you have the money (this 

would require a LOT of money) you could get some doctor to gouge out your eyes 

and intentionally damage the visual receptors in your brain to then get an 

experimental implant and camera eyes just to see a lot worse than you used to, but 

let’s face it there is no reason anyone would do that except manic episodes maybe. 

All jokes aside, when looking at the bigger picture, with our current technology 

there is no reason whatsoever to prefer artificial senses and limbs to natural ones.  

 

But what when the artificial ones are actually better? 

If some things remain the same you could still get some doctor to gouge out your 

eyes and replace your visual receptors and voila, you now have infrared, 5x 

magnification, and night vision. But should that even be possible? Currently, all 

research (at least the ones that we know of, looking at you secret military 

programs!) is aimed towards restoring eyesight to a retinal level. Should there even 

be bionic eyes with infrared and night vision? Views here can range widely all the 

way from pro-dystopian-determinism to pragmatic neo-futurism. There can be 

scepticists that doubt it will be possible in the first place, pragmatists arguing there 

is no reason not to make human existence better, humanist naturalists or 

conservatives defending that no superhuman change is necessary, and science 

fiction fans who would simply love a suit like Iron Man’s. But beyond the ethical 

and philosophical side of things lies the reality of the danger that bionics may or 

may not become. 

 

THE CASE AGAINST 

Weaponization 

Military programs that may be conducted in the future will inevitably yield some 

sort of results. Resulting in what might be called “super soldiers”. War with means 

like these will cause massive damage to human life, not even considering the 

possibility of these soldiers going rogue or AWOL.  
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Crime 

Even if the military is left out of the picture completely, enhanced abilities among 

regular citizens will cause new forms of crime. These abilities can encourage theft, 

extortion, and sabotage while decreasing the risk of being caught at the same time. 

 

The socio-economic divide 

Bionics are often expensive pieces of more advanced technology. Artificial limbs 

can range from a simple metal hook tied with a belt to a completely articulated 

mechanical hand wired into the individual’s nervous system. The immense divide 

in cost, function and availability between these examples shows the size of the 

economic divide in bionics. By providing the possibility of repairing disabilities at 

great expense, advanced bionics threaten to sharpen the contrast between the rich 

and poor vastly in terms of quality of life. 

 

The right to have it 

It is the right of people unfortunate enough to have any disability, to at the very 

least live a normal life. For centuries prosthetics made lives for people with 

missing limbs easier, and now in the modern era, bionics are coming even closer. 

If your body is working as it should there is no reason you’d want to change 

anything. Enhancements can be in order for some people who truly need it, this 

might be due to their line of work, or due to chronic pain. Maybe bionics will reach 

such a point where if you break your arm severely you might simply get a new one 

with slightly better motoric abilities. But why should you get one if everything is 

fine? Allowing that would be both to disregard and invalidate the suffering of 

others, but also encourage shameless profiteering of the sector. 

 

THE CASE IN FAVOUR 

Weaponization 

One can say that military research and development will continually and 

perpetually be conducted using all kinds of technologies. Same as atomic weapons 

during the cold war, with every new emerging technology, for national safety arms 

races are inevitable. If not with bionics, AI weapons, unmanned robot soldiers, 
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unmanned fighter jets or more sophisticated guns tanks and 

missiles will be there in its place. Resulting in no real change except different 

kinds of weaponry. 

 

Crime 

Regulations can undoubtedly be put in place to prevent or at least minimize crime 

with bionic enhancements. Same as guns, in most countries, they are hard to 

access, and we can see that in countries with harsher gun regulations, crimes with 

guns are significantly lower. Unlike guns, however, bionic enhancements are and 

still for the foreseeable future will be, rather expensive. Meaning less production 

and thus less availability, will for at least a very long time result in bionic crimes 

being rather rare. 

 

The socio-economic divide 

It is true that some who might actually need it, won’t have the means to have it. 

This may be due to economic reasons or because of availability issues in the 

region. And yes some might easily get it even if they do not entirely need it. There 

is no doubt that that is unfair. But in all kinds of technologies, we can observe this 

same divide. Do the super-rich desperately need private jets? No. Does someone 

who can’t afford a ticket but wants to visit his sick mother in another country 

desperately need a flight? Yes. Long story short every product has an expensive 

and a cheap version of it and no matter how cheap some technology gets someone 

will still not be able to afford a decent version of it whether they need it or not. 

This socioeconomic divide is inevitable in a consumerist society such as ours so 

there is no point in cutting off the front of people who can get it and need it at the 

same time, simply because some can not. As this would lessen the profit of the 

sector it would hinder the further development of said technology and thus make 

easy availability even more difficult. 

 

The right to have it 

If one person can have something, why should any other? After all, in front of the 

law, all citizens are the same or at least most constitutions argue so. If for whatever 

reason any person can get a limb even slightly better than anybody else’s, as long 

as one can pay for it anyone should have just as much of a right as them. Cars, 

planes and mobile phones have not only made human life easier but also helped 
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commerce, the transport of goods, and the entertainment 

sector. Bionics have the same potential as all these so why should the human race 

not take advantage of that? A worker with arms and legs twice as strong can carry 

twice the goods in half the time with fewer breaks, the possibilities are endless and 

slight advantages such as these are inclined to send humanity into the next era. 

3. What lies ahead? 

What the future might bring regarding bionics is of course subject to speculation, 

but cyberpunkian scenarios seem more realistic with every breakthrough. The fear 

of such dystopian scenarios, or the excitement for such neo-futurism (as cyberpunk 

could be included in both these genres) naturally change people’s views on it. 

Similar to when deciding, the expectations and hopes of people naturally affect 

this.  

 

Let’s take a look at possible views people may have when faced with the question 

“Should I or anyone for that matter get bionic implants/enhancements?”  

 

“I believe that the human body is already good enough and there is no need for 

improvement without cause. I would get bionics if I lost a limb, but would not 

sacrifice any perfectly good body part for an enhanced version of it.” 

 

- This view is among the most common ones. Acknowledging the necessity 

for it under certain circumstances, but preferring to keep their natural 

version of everything, to remain as human as possible.  

 

“I want to enhance my body, both to be more aesthetically pleasing, and more 

functional. Who wouldn’t like night vision and the ability to zoom, or incredible 

speed and strength? To me, there is no drawback to these abilities, and if I 

wouldn’t have to sacrifice certain senses but instead build on them, I would 

without hesitation take it.” 

 

- This idea might be the most common of pro-cyberpunk. Insisting that the 

body is not perfect, and aesthetics and functionality are more important than 

to simply remain “Human”. Believing that improvement is needed, where it 

is possible. 
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“Bionical implants and senses are no work of nature. I am completely against 

them. Nature and evolution have made us perfect, and if God willed it that I lose 

my ability to see, or my left arm, so be it. It is not for me, or for anyone, to 

artificially change what has been created.” 

 

- Probably more common among religious and overall conservative 

demographics, this view argues that anything inhuman, should not be part of 

a human. This could fall under the “devil’s work and sinful” umbrella if in 

religious groups, or under the “unnatural and inhumane” umbrella if 

conservative. 

 

“We need to go with the flow of technological advancements. The human body is a 

wonder for sure, and enhancements might not be vital for the survival of the human 

race, but the same might go for our mobile phones. Bionic implants and limbs will 

eventually reach a widely commercial availability and most people will take 

advantage of that sooner or later. When the time comes, and the price is right, I 

will join in.” 

 

- Also quite a common view, and one that can be seen as the most sensibly 

progressive. The main argument here is that times change and so do human 

needs. Just as plane flights were once only available to the rich, so will 

commercially available enhancements be. But the point of easy availability 

is inevitable. To not indulge and partake in this, would be to fall behind and 

ultimately be disadvantaged. 

 

“I agree that bionic enhancements will be much more advanced in the future, but I 

believe that they should never be commercialized. The whole point of prosthetics 

and bionics in our time is to give what some people lost back to them. It is their 

right to walk see and hear as we do and they should remain the only people eligible 

for these technologies.” 

 

- A more humanist approach to the matter, it is argued that bionics are meant 

only for those that truly need it. Opposing the pragmatist and capitalist 

ideals, it is unlikely that this view will be one widely accepted among 
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leaders of countries and CEOs. Nonetheless, a large 

portion of people and most likely many disabled people will stick to this 

view. 

 

 

“I do not believe that bionics will ever be as available and advanced as to even 

come close to any cyberpunkian scenario. It will remain mostly imperfect and 

simply not profitable enough for companies as the whole thing requires immense 

time and research. Most companies will simply not deem it worth their time and 

money. All in all the technology will improve only for the benefit of disabled 

people.” 

 

- On the extreme side of things, this view neither advocates nor opposes 

bionics. It simply takes the stance of no matter what we think or want or 

dream about, there is a limit to technology. And even if there isn’t, the 

argued technology is so far away that our talking about will be utterly 

insignificant as there is no way for us knowing the concept of said 

technology at any given time. The commercial view is also disregarded as 

the sector itself might not be profitable enough to spend tens or maybe 

hundreds of years of research and thus tons of money on it. 

 

“It is not a question of ‘can we’ but more of a question of ‘should we’. Under no 

circumstances should bionic advancements be widely and easily available to 

simply anyone. Just imagine the possibilities of terrorism or how these 

technologies might be used in wars. Just like with guns, this would more be used 

for worse than for good. Whether it is possible or not, for the safety of everyone, 

there must be constraints on not just who can get the developed tech, but how far it 

should be developed in the first place.” 

 

- This view will most likely either seem completely sensible or wholly 

nonsensical to most. Arguing that bionics and enhancements shouldn’t 

actually “enhance” anything, but instead just bring back what was lost and 

that is enough. Limiting both receiving demographics and producers as 

malicious intent with better-than-human abilities might have catastrophic 
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consequences. Thus, bionics should be stopped 

working on when 100% of natural human performance can be reached. We 

should never reach 101%. 

 

 

Cyberpunk and the Dystopian Aspect 

What is Cyberpunk? 

Cyberpunk is a subgenre of science fiction in a dystopian futuristic environment 

that tends to focus on a combination of lowlife and high technology, featuring 

artificial intelligence, cybernetics etc. Cyberpunk usually juxtaposes these 

elements with societal breakdown, dystopia or decay. 

 

A Cyberpunk-Dystopian society usually has a huge socioeconomic divide. In these 

worlds, upper-class people barely have anything to do with the middle class and 

have absolutely nothing to do with the lower classes, the class divide in general is 

vast. These divides are caused by economic monopolies, and of course, the idea of 

humanity. In a world where a certain class can make society fully dependent on 

bionic enhancement, unparalleled power lies in the hand of the producers. 

The Definition of Humanity 

What Makes us “Human”? The answer might be more complicated than one might 

anticipate. Well, you might say, I am human, my friends are human, my neighbor 

is human and so on and so forth. Humanity seems like the natural and singular 

ideal when we think of ourselves. Now try to imagine a world where humanity has 

more duality, one where you might actually think about the question “Is my 

neighbor human?”.  

1. The Ship of Theseus 

The ship of Theseus is a ship like any other. It floats, is made out of wood, and is 

used for all things that well, a ship might be used for. Over time parts of the ship 

rot away, break, become damaged and have to be replaced. Year after year more 

parts are replaced, up until the whole ship is made up of different parts than its 
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original. The question asked here is whether or not the ship is 

still the same ship. Inherently the answer is yes for most people, but when 

considered with deeper questioning there is absolutely no reason it should be. Yes, 

it serves the same purpose, looks feels and works the same, but is it actually?  

 

Consider for one, three completely identical puzzles. Then gradually replace each 

piece of puzzle 1 using one from puzzle 2 and one from puzzle 3 for every two 

replaced pieces. Does it look the same? Indeed it does. But when you then look at 

your pile of all the replaced pieces of puzzle 1, you can evidently see that your 

assembled puzzle is not puzzle 1.  

 

The same question is applicable to the term of humanity, already its definition 

varies from person to person and who is to say that your definition is wrong? Look 

into any dictionary and the definition of humanity will be something along the 

lines of  “the quality of being human”. Not exactly a very in-depth explanation. 

Though definitions vary there is a collective understanding that humanity is well, 

something humane and until now we haven’t really had to question that, at least 

not in ourselves. (This is putting aside the margin of people that think prosthetics 

etc. are inhumane which in itself is a whole different discussion) But back to the 

ship of Theseus, how much in ourselves can we replace until we’re no longer 

human? Does it have to be every single tissue and cell, or are 2 limbs and an eye 

enough as to be something other than human?  

 

2. More or less? 

Another question raised by the definition of humanity is whether augmentation and 

enhancement make us more than human, or in fact less. Take for instance an 

individual with two bionic arms and two bionic legs, having kept the torso and 

head only. That individual will be faster and stronger with less effort than any 

person with natural limbs. Now is that more than human or less? 

 

If you define humanity by quality or simply “the best”, the answer will be that 

since in its qualities, that human is superior, they are more human. 
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If you define humanity by purity, or simply defend that we 

and only we possess humanity, humanity can’t be manufactured. Thus, that 

individual is less than human since it has less “human” in it. 

3. Nietzsche and transhumanism 

The “overhuman” is, as defined by Nietzsche, a goal for humanity to set for itself, 

and manifests grounded human ideal. All human life would be given meaning by 

how it advanced a new generation of human beings. 

 

Nietzsche, especially in Thus Spoke Zarathustra, sets up this view of this as 

humanity is far as we are going to get, and to progress, solve modern problems and 

give new meaning to life we must develop an overhuman, or in another phrasing, 

something “More than human”. All this ties into transhumanism. 

 

Transhumanism aims to guide humanity to a posthuman condition. It values human 

existence and strives for progress hand in hand with science and reason. While 

physical augmentation is definitely not all that transhumanism is about, it certainly 

is a part of it. Most transhumanists supporters of enhancement however will tell 

you that it is necessary to progress as the human race. Basically the next step in 

evolution, only without evolution. 

Dystopian scenarios and possibilities 

Most philosophers (including transhumanists and futurists, and even anarchists) 

agree that a cyberpunk-dystopian scenario is highly unlikely. Not just for the time 

being but for humanity in general. Both economically and technologically we are 

far away from commercialized human enhancement. Even if we weren’t, collective 

human ideals (such as humanism) will not allow such a dystopia. Wars, 

technological breakthroughs or great disasters however might kickstart a change in 

collective human ideals. Thus, the possibility of any dystopia is never zero. 

 

For you to consider there are two Cyberpunk scenarios you should know: 
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1. Bionical Dependence 

In this scenario commercialization of bionic enhancement and augmentation was a 

worldwide success. After tens of years of widespread implementation and new 

generations being more open to the idea, there is not a single adult or teenager 

without some sort of enhancement. Parts have become cheap, are easily available, 

and every other doctor knows their way around these technologies. Humanity has 

thus completely moved away from its previous state, and has, as transhumanists 

might argue, become more than human. Both the definition of humanity, and social 

classes in this world will have changed completely as we know it. 

2. A society divided 

In this scenario, even though major enhancements are now possible, the market 

was not able to commercialize due to high production costs and difficult 

implementation. Thus, only the rich were able to benefit from augmentation and 

enhancement. This created a vast socioeconomic divide, and both a disdain from 

the upper classes to lower classes and a hate towards the higher classes from the 

lower. Society here is sharply divided both by economic and social standards, and 

bionic enhancement. 

What we expect of you 

We expect all of you to really focus on ethics when coming up with your 

arguments and opinions on our questions in discussion. Yes we are part of the UN 

and you will all be delegates, but this is the ethics panel. We thus ask you to leave 

the economics of your country aside and concentrate more on ideology, culture, 

and societal standards. Of course, do not refrain from adding in your own 

ideologies and philosophical ideals, as those will be the driving force of our 

committee. 

 

The final document of our committee will be a communique. Do not worry if you 

aren’t acquainted with the concept, we will teach you all you need to know. In 

short, though, it is a resolution paper with no preambulatory clauses, more focused 

on actions and decisions. 
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We expect at least two different communiques per agenda 

from you as a committee. 

Ethics and philosophy are highly subjective in their nature, and we want you to 

stand your ground on your opinions. You do not need to come to an understanding 

on everything. Find like-minded people upon common ground and elaborate from 

there. The document with the most votes, in the end, will be the one to pass. 

Points to be addressed in the Final Document 

Agenda A: Genetics 

 

1. Should individuals be allowed to use gene therapy to improve basic human 

characteristics like height, intellect, or athleticism or should the use be 

restricted to the medical field to eliminate disabilities or diseases? If yes, is 

there a limit? 

- set specific regulations for the use of genetic engineering on basic 

human traits if you decide that it should be restricted 

 

2. Should it be allowed for the individual to decide upon the characteristics of 

an embryo with the use of genetic engineering, is it ethical? What can and 

can't be done on an embryo? 

- State in which conditions an individual can use genetic 

engineering on an embryo (set apart disabilities, diseases and 

the improvement of basic human nature)  

 

3. Will the use of genetic engineering create polarization, eliminate diversity or 

cause inequity among those who can and can't afford it?  

- If you decide that it is likely to cause radical polarization, state what 

precautions can be taken and how will it prevent those possibilities 

from happening. 

 

4. Is the use of genetic engineering and cloning on animals with the purpose of 

enhancing agriculture or doing research ethical?  
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- If you decide that it is not ethical, what are the 

limitations?     In which borders it should be allowed? 

 

5. Are dystopian scenarios likely to happen with the use of genetic 

engineering? If so, what regulations can be suggested for prevention? 

         

Agenda B: Bionics 

1. Who should have the ability to decide on getting bionic 

implants/enhancements? Only the individual, or should parents be able to 

decide for their children? If yes, until which age? 

- Set specific regulations on who can decide on these matters. Keep in 

mind (if you wish so of course) to set apart those that truly need it, 

and those who simply want it if commercial availability is reached. 

 

2. Are commercially available bionics and enhancements ethical and fair? If 

yes is there a limit? 

- Determine ethical rules on who should or shouldn’t be able to get 

bionic implants or enhancements. 

 

3. Bearing in mind possibilities of malicious intent and weaponization, should 

there be a limit to the development and research of bionic enhancements? 

- When approaching this matter think about weaponization and how 

governments would fund their own programs both for health and 

military purposes. 

 

4. Are Cyberpunkian Dystopias an actual possibility? If yes, what regulations 

can be suggested to prevent it? 

- Quite self-explanatory but just keep in mind that there might be a 

utopian element to all this as much as a dystopian element. Defend 

your stance and take action to prevent bad things but do not cut off 

possibilities for good things at the same time. 
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5. When used for those who truly need it, how should the 

market for bionics be? 

- As is known, some pharmaceutical companies shamelessly exploit the 

market by selling easily and cheaply produced medicine for 

unpayably high prices. Keep this in mind and think of market 

regulations while also focusing on funds needed to keep research up 

and running. 
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